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"Like slavery and apartheid,
poverty is not natural.
It is man-made,
and it can be overcome and eradicated by
the actions of human beings.
And overcoming poverty is not a gesture of charity.
It is an act of justice.
It is the protection of a fundamental human right, the
right to dignity
and a decent life"

Nelson Mandela
How to buy MahalaCoin - Instructions

Please be aware of the following
1. Citizens of the following countries are not allowed to participate in the ICO: China, Mexico, Russia, Saudi Arabia,
South Korea, Pakistan, USA.
2. Mahala Tokens are ERC-20 compatible tokens on the Ethereum Blockchain.
3. Purchase of Mahala tokens are non-refundable and purchases cannot be cancelled.
4. There is no representation, warranty or guarantee that the process of purchasing Mahala tokens or Receiving
Mahala tokens will be uninterrupted or error-free or that the Mahala tokens are reliable and error free.
5. Do not use exchange wallets: If you send ETH to Mahala Token Distribution Contract from an exchange account,
your Mahala tokens will be allocated to the exchange's ETH account and you may never receive or be able to
recover your Mahala tokens.

Technical Risks
This Mahala Token Distribution Contract runs on the Ethereum network; therefore, you need to be aware of certain
things.
1. Block Production occurs at Random Times

On the Ethereum blockchain, timing of block production is determined by proof of work so block production can occur
at random times. For example, ETH sent to the Mahala Token Distribution Contract in the final seconds of a
distribution period may not get included for that period. You acknowledge and understand that the Ethereum
blockchain may not include your transaction at the time you expect and you may not receive MAHALA Tokens the
same day you send ETH.
2. Network Congestion

The Ethereum network is prone to periodic congestion during which transactions can be delayed or lost. Some
individuals may intentionally spam the Ethereum network in an attempt to gain an advantage. Do not assume
Ethereum block producers will include your transaction when you want or that your transaction will be included at all.
This is a limitation of Ethereum and not the MAHALA Token Distribution Contract.
3. Do not fund Token Distribution Contract from an account you do not control

Tokens are allocated to the account that sent them. If you send from an exchange or other account that you do not
control then you may not be able to claim your MAHALA tokens without their help.
4. Failing to register a public key for your Ethereum account

If you hold MAHALA Tokens in an Ethereum account and fail to register a public key or lose the private key that maps
to your registered public key, then your MAHALA Tokens will not be part of the snapshot when the MAHALA Tokens
become fixed and non-transferable on the Ethereum blockchain.

How to buy MahalaCoin - Instructions

How to Buy MahalaCoin:
Step 1. Add the token speciﬁcation to your ERC 20 wallet:
(Eg: https://www.myetherwallet.com)
a) Token Contract Address: 0xfb444cc35aea3cac9dddff7ec472fe7df76539c5
b) Token Symbol: MHC
c) Decimals: 18
For more information about how to add the token speciﬁcation to other ERC 20 wallet, please
refer to the wallet manual.
Step 2: Send ETH directly to the Mahala Distribution Contract:

0xe117bb9D1E0fc6E859D9bf174C53baa7C673547a
Step 3: Mahala Tokens will be automatically transferred to the Ethereum address used to
purchase Mahala Tokens.
Step 4: You can view your transaction using https://etherscan.io
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